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It is experimentally obvious that we live in a world where I' and CP are good symmetries at the level of strong interactions. In the context of quantum chromodynamics the strong interactions are believed to be due to non-Abelian vector gluons coupled to massive quarks. In such a theory, when the effects of gluon configurations of nonzero pseudoparticle number are included, CP invariance requires a very special choice of parameters. We will show, however, that CI' invariance of the strong interactions is, in fact, a natural consequence, provided at least one flavor of quark acquires its mass from a Yukawa coupling to a scalar field which has a nonzero vacuum ex- Let us begin by examining our toy model. The
Lagrangian is
We are here thinking of, for example, a color SU (8) gauge theory where the fermion belongs to the fundamental triplet representation. We can write the generating functional for Green's functions in the 0 vacuum as
The scalar vacuum expectation value is then defined by
where X and P are real constants to be determined.
To proceed further we need to know some properties of the fermion eigenmodes in the q =n sector.
The essential points for our argument are the following: (i) The number of orthogonal eigenmodes with eigenvalue zero is n. (This is true when the fermions are in the fundamental representation of the gauge group. ') (ii) The zero eigenmodes for n &0 are purely right handed. ' (iii) The zero eigenmodes for q = -n are of opposite chirality to those for q =+n but otherwise identical. (iv) The nonzero eigenmodes are the same for q =n and q = -n, ' and are admixtures of both left-and right-handed parts.
These four facts allow us to schematically express Ze(J', J *) as it appears after integrating out both the vector and the fermion fields. We introduce new scalar variables p and a by the definition {{'= e" (~+p+~o). The c "are real functions which depend on IG I', p, , h, and X but are P independent. The terms proportional to G" arise from the fermion zero eigenmodes in the q =n sector, while those with (G*)" are from the q = -n sector. Now We have thus shown that the observed CP invariance of the strong interactions is a natural fea, -ture of a theory such as quantum chromodynamics provided only that at least one fermion flavor acquires its mass through a Yukawa coupling to a scalar field which has a nonvanishing vacuum expectation value. The physical mechanism that forces this result is the same asymmetry of the scalar potential in the 8 vacuum which was used by 't Hooft to explain away the U(1) problem. 
